LIGHTNING TALKS
Monday, February 29, 2015 | 12:00 – 1:30 PM
Multipurpose Room, Student Resource Building (SRB)

TOMMY Dickey
Professor, Department of Geography
“The Iditarod: 1000 Mile Alaskan Test of Courageous Dogs and Mushers”

WILLIAM F. YIM
Independent Aviation Consultant
“Coast Redwoods in California”

SUSAN CASSELS
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography
“Syphilis, Circuit Parties, and Circular Migration”

ADAM GROSSHANS, AIA
Architect, Gram Design
“Navigating a Volume: The Seattle Public Library”

DONALD JANNELLE
Researcher Emeritus, Department of Geography
“UCSB Spatial Archives @ e-Scholarship”

KEVIN MWENDA
PhD Candidate, Department of Geography
“How High Can Mosquitoes Get?”

SONG GAO
PhD Candidate, Geography and GIS HelpDesk, Center for Spatial Studies
“Earth’s Biggest Seasonal Human Migration on a Map”

JORDAN HASTINGS
Research Associate, Center for Spatial Studies
“What’s in a Gazetteer?”

SIJIE LOO
International Artist
“Space Traveling in Paintings”

PAUL WILSON
Retired, MapFrame and GE
“The Geography in Cancer”

JAMES CAESAR
Campus Emergency Manager
“Emergency Management and the use for Information and Maps”

KEITH CLARKE
Professor, Department of Geography
“How to Prove the Earth is Round”

SARA LAFIA
Masters Student, Department of Geography
“Degrees of Separation: Measuring Musicians and Places”

CELESTE PILEGARD
PhD Student, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
“Training Spatial Skills with Video Games”

JEREMY DOUGLASS
Assistant Professor, Department of English
“Page Spaces, Remixed: 500+ excursions through House of Leaves pages”

ALEXANDER BOONE
PhD Candidate, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
“Navigation and the Human Stress Response”

Lunch will be provided – RSVP to Crystal Bae
cbae@spatial.ucsb.edu